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I am pleased to announce the availability of new online training on scientific integrity. You wiU 
recall in December 2014, the Department revised the Department Manual and Handbook on 
Scientific Integrity and Scholarly Activities. 

It is important that all employees are aware of the Scientific Integrity (SI) policy and the 
importance of scientific integrity at the Department. When employees• work involves or touches 
upon scientific activities, they bear responsibility for implementing the SI policy and supporting 
a culture of scientific and scholarly integrity within the Department The training has been 
developed as a resource for new employees, enabling bureaus to effectively sustain compliance 
with the SI policy. The online scientific integrity training is recommended as one-time training 
for all employees. 

The objectives of this one-hour training are to: 
• Identify conditions that support a culture of scientific integrity 
• Recognize situations where scientific integrity may be at risk 
• Identify the roles and responsibilities of those who are obligated to uphold scientific 

integrity and ensure appropriate use and communication of scientific findings and data, 
and 

• Identify appropriate responses to potential violations of Departmental scientific integrity 
policy 

Recognizing the diversity of the bureau and office missions and employee responsibilities, each 
bureau/office director will be provided latitude in defining their policy and the employees that 
must take the scientific integrity training. It is expected that all bureau/office senior executives 
as well as employees in science, engineering. and technical positions and their supervisors will 
take this training. We recognize that some groups of employees may have a need to take the 
scientific integrity training on a recurring basis. Each bureau/office will be required to develop 
scientific integrity training guidance that outlines which categories of employees are required to 
take the training on a one~time or recurring basis as well as the employees that are exempted. 
The guidance should be submitted to your Assistant Secretary by July 31, 2015, and outline your 
proposed categorization of employees: 



Category One (One-Time): The employees within your bureau/office who will be required to 
take this course on a one-time basis; 

Category Two (Recurring): The employees within your bureau/office that will be required to 
take the training on a recurring basis (e.g .• every 2 years). 

Category Three (Exempted): The employees within your bureau/office who will not be 
required to take this one-time training and your rationale for this exemption. 

It is expected that all new employees that fall within category one and two outlined above will 
take the training as part of their onboarding activities. 

For more information about the Scientific Integrity online training or other SI concerns, please 
contact Dr. Suzette Kimball. Department Scientific Integrity Officer, at (703) 648-7411. 

The SI Course can be found in DOI Learn: 
https://gm2.geolearning.com/geonext/doi/NewCourseCatalog.geo?id=l l 9085 

https://gm2.geolearning.com/geonext/doi/NewCourseCatalog.geo?id=l

